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Letter to the Editor,

Moving nuclear waste from place to place
is not "clean-up"! Obviously you still have
it and will come back to you in your food,
water and atmosphere!

Nothing will contain nuclear waste. It will
continue to generate heat and has leaked
out in the first 63 years of the atomic age.
The first atom bomb "test" was in 1945.
More than 528 atmospheric tests have
been exploded. No one is immune.

Global warming is being used as an excuse
for many agendas. The longest lived polluting
agent is nuclear power. Comparing mortality
will not make you less dead! Don't be fooled
again!

The aim of nuclear power is to make plutonium
239 for atom bombs and create the BIG STICK
of political might. Electricity is made from the
heat which makes steam and turns the electric
turbines. The trick is to make you pay for your
own doomsday!

Nuclear terms are designed to confuse the
public mind. Nuclear waste.. .is not waste!
Spent fuel .... is not spent, but actually more
radioactive coming out than going in as fresh
fuel. Depleted uranium ordinance is illegal
under the Geneva Convention and etc.

There is 'off the shelf science that can reduce
plutonium 239 to zero radioactivity and produce
electricity from the heat. In 1979, after the Three
Mile Island accident, Dr. Radha R. Roy invented
the Roy Process for neutralizing nuclear waste.
It became an AP world wide news story.

Then president Ronald Reagan signed, "The 1982
Nuclear Waste Policy Act" which made geologic
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isolation federal law! This put alternatives like
cost effective photon transmutation in limbo.

All one can do now is not build any more nuclear
power reactors, and photon transmute to zero
the so-called nuclear waste. This would both
neutralize the waste and create electricity from
the heat. Eliminating nuclear waste guarantees
international security.

Albert Einstein once said, "Nuclear power is one
hell of a way to boil water".

Regards,
Dennis F. Nester
4510 E. Willow Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona 85032
602-494-9361

VIDEO - YouTube - The Roy Process
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v= v7030VAeLA

Web site & blog
http://members.cox.net/theroyprocess
http://nuclearwaste-theroyprocess.blogspot.com/

SCOOP NEWS Web Site:
http ://www. scoop. co. nz/stori es/HL0308/SO0219. htm

Chernobyl 20th Anniversary Pictures
NukeNet Anti-Nuclear Network (nukeneta-enerqyiustice.net)
WARNING! Contains Graphic Pictures! Not For the Faint of Heart!

The church bells in the Ukraine are ringing in remembrance of Chernobyl..
Every member of Congress should watch the following film before
authorizing another nuclear power plant. Click play after the first few pictures.

http://todayspictures.slate.com/inmotion/essay%5Fchernobyl/?GT1 =8019

http://www.telosnow.com/Public/Podcast23Nov2008
MP3 - http://media.telosnow.com.s3.amazonaws.com/telosNOW-2008-11-23.mp3

telosNOW - Nov 23, 2008

Dennis Nester: Segment starts 24:30 on counter
http://members.cox.net/theroyprocess/

Yelena Zmushko: Segment starts @ 43:45
chernobvl20[atlhotmail.com
httr)://www.chernobvl20film.com/
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http://inmotion.magnumphotos.com/essay/chernobyl

Video - Would you like some nuclear waste with your champagne?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbRP-Qfel-8&feature=related
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